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Abstract—Robot trajectory tracking has been the core
functioning unit in the modern industrial environ ment
wherein the accuracy in the motion control of robotic
manipulators is the main area of research. Based on the
fact that the working of these automatic robotic machines
is highly influenced by the disturbances, this paper
constitutes various conventional controllers for the motion
control of five bar linkage manipulator. To verify the
performance of proposed conventional controllers, these
are made to work with two different trajectories. Co mmon
disturbances like payload & friction has been incorporated
in the five bar linkage manipulator system for validation
purpose. Simu lation results prove that the performance of
SMC based controller is better when co mpared with other
conventional controllers.
Index Terms—Motion Control, Robotic Manipulator,
Trajectory Tracking, Sliding Mode Control, Co mputed
Torque Control.

I. INT RODUCT ION
Most industrial robots are primarily, position
controlled systems and this type of control mechanism is
adequate for most industrial applicat ions involving tasks
that require high precision as in electronic assembly,
med ical robots for robot-assisted surgery, high speed
tasks like visual serving. Applicat ions involving high
payload as in space craft maneuvers call for mo re precise
and sophisticated control strategies.
A robot manipulator is a non-linear system co mprising
of mechanical lin kages driven by electronic and electrical
signals. The performance of these non-linear robotic
systems can be enhanced by designing a non -linear
controller. Generally, these non-linearit ies are neglected
by linearizing the system around the operating point so as
to use the ordinary linear controllers. But these
controllers are of little use in case the system is having
significant non-linearit ies in the robot dynamics [19].
Many researchers have done great work for the design of
non-linear controller for robot manipulators [19-25].
Copyright © 2016 MECS

Trajectory tracking is one of the most important
applications of industrial robotic manipulators. Accuracy
in tracking of a path by a manipulator can be achieved
only if the dynamics of the system are perfectly known.
Uncertainties in the mechanical manipulators such as
payload changes, friction etc. affect its dynamics and
hence its performance. Hence to get accurate
mathematical model o f a manipulator system is an
impossible task. To co mpensate, specialized control
schemes are required fo r specialized robotic manipulator
like a five bar linkage manipulator.
In this paper dynamics of five bar lin kage manipulator
are given in section II. Sect ion III deals with the details
of conventional controllers. Section IV contains
simu lation and results obtained. Section V concludes the
paper followed by references.

II. FUNDAMENT ALS
In recent years, parallel manipulators have become
popular among researchers and industrial applications as
these manipulators can act as robot manipulators as well
as machine tools [15]. There are mu ltiple kinematic
chains connecting a fixed base and a moving platform in
parallel manipulators. Forces which are produced due to
the result of actuated joints act in parallel in order to
control the mot ion of the man ipulator. Th is load is shared
by different actuators in different chains. Hence, this
class of manipu lators have high stiffness and high load
bearing capacity. Positioning accuracy of such
man ipulators is also high because the joint errors can be
balanced considerably for a parallel design of manip
A. Dynamic Model of Five Bar Linkage manipulator
A five bar lin kage manipulator is a special class of
parallel manipulators where a minimu m of two kinematic
chains control the motion of end-effectors. Robotic
research in this class of manipulators has seen active
participation of researchers over the las t twenty years
[15]. The five bar linkage manipulator verifies the central
strategies for all mu lti-link manipulators. (N-1) lin ks of
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man ipulator move in a vertical p lane with the help o f two
prismat ic o r revolute motors. Elbow, spherical and
cylindrical manipulators belong to this class of
man ipulators. The schematic diagram of five bar
manipulator control is shown in Fig. 1.
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B. Disturbances
Disturbances are the unwanted signals interfering with
the model dynamics. Effect of most common existing
uncertainties in the manipulator system naming, payload
changes and friction are included in the present study .
i.

Payload changes in mass of link 2:
(5)

where
is the no minal mass of link 2 &
is the
payload change in
. Here in this case
is taken as
30% of
.
ii. Friction is one of the most common & dynamic
uncertainty present in the robotic manipulator
system. The classical model for friction
incorporates coulomb and viscous friction models.
The static model of friction considered in this
paper is given below [17].
̇

Fig.1. Schematic diagram of a five bar linkage parallel manipulator [1].

Two servomotors in this manipulator induce angular
motion in link 1 and link 2 rotating about the revolute
joints Q1 and Q2. In this two DOF mechanis m, q 3 and q4
are written as functions of q1 and q2. The dynamic model
of the mechanis m is derived fro m the reduced model
method for closed chain mechanism. The dynamic model
of the parallel manipulator is derived:
The system equations representing the dynamics of
Five Bar Linkage are represented below [16] in (1)-(4).
(

)̈

(

)̈

̈

̈

̇

̇

(1)

̇

(6)

where is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements as
static friction constants and
is a diagonal matrix
representing coulomb frict ion constants, ̇ is jo int angle
velocity for each link of the manipulator.
C. Trajectories to be Tracked
For validation purpose, the proposed controller
schemes in this paper have been made to track two
different trajectories: exponential and cosine as given in
fig. 2(a) & 3(a) respectively. Fig. 2(b) & 2(c) contains the
velocity and acceleration tracking of exponential
trajectory. Similarly, fig. 3(b) and 3(c) contains the
velocity and accelerat ion tracking of sinusoidal trajectory.
Friction do minates at zero & lower velocities. Many
peaks appear in both the directions in these two
trajectories which make them suitable to be selected for
checking the behavior of varying friction with changing
velocities. These two trajectories have been given below:

where,

(2)

(3)

(4)
where
is the joint variable.
and are torque and
hub inertias respectively.
represent the
inertia matrix, lin k length, distance of center of gravity
and mass of the link respectively. is the inertia matrix
of the entire man ipulator. In all of the equations the index
displays the
motor.
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Fig.2. Exponential Desired Motion T rajectory.
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especially at higher speed and higher accelerations with
massive payloads. This method of control can better
tolerate the external disturbances such as payload
changes if the dynamics of the payload are less
significant co mpared to the dynamics of the system under
control [6].
It is a model-based control method which utilizes the
dynamics model of the system to co mpute the control
torque signals. The control torque equation of the CTC is
given as:
(̈

̇

)

∫ )

( ̇

(8)
where ∫ represents the integral error.
C. Sliding Mode Controller(SMC)

Fig.3. Cosine Desired Motion T rajectory.

III. CONT ROL SYST EMS
This section contains the mathematical formu lations
and the brief overviews of the various conventional
controllers of this paper for the motion control problem
of robotic manipulator.
A. Proportional-Derivative(PD) Controller
Most of the industrial robot controllers are based on
proportional-derivative (PD) or proportional-integralderivative (PID) control techniques due to their
simp licity of operation and satisfactory performance [13]. Moreover the robust performance of PID controllers
allo ws the controlled plant work in wide operating range
[4]. PD controller has some of its own issues. High
control gains in PD controllers are generally selected to
meet the desired tracking performance but it may cause
vibration problems and noise amplificat ion. To solve this
some imp lementations in PD like gravity co mpensation
has been given in literature [5].
The control term obtained for a PD controller is given
as:
̇

Sliding Mode Controller (SMC) is significantly
nonlinear control scheme under conditions of partly
uncertain dynamic parameters of the system [26]. SM C
method of manipulator control is a special class of the
variable-structure systems (VSSs) [7]. It has been widely
used in practical applications due to its simplicity and
robustness against parameter variations and disturbances
[8]. SM C control theoretically achieves perfect tracking
performance. Uncertainties in the system are well
entertained by SMC manipulator control utilizing the
non-linear feedback laws [8-10]. Robustness in tracking
is assured in sliding mode controller as it can reject
uncertainties and disturbances effectively. SMC has been
applied to various areas of engineering due to its good
tracking performance and robustness to external
disturbances [11-14].
The conventional sliding mode control used sliding
function definition involving the position error and the
velocity error of the form (9)
̇

(9)

In this paper, the slid ing function is extended to
include the integral error term. Therefore, the slid ing
function is defined as in (10)

(7)
∫
̇

where,
and
are suitable positive defin ite diagonal
n x n matrices. Values of the controller constants i.e.
and
are calculated by TAE (Trial And Error) method.
B. Computed Torque Controller(CTC)
Co mputationally co mp lex Co mputed To rque Contro l
(CTC) method of robot control is a model based control
method wh ich utilizes dynamics model of the system to
compute the control signals that are given as input to the
system. It also overco mes the p roblems faced in PID
controllers. Its functioning is based on the mathemat ical
model of the system dynamics to generate the cont rol
signal to compensate for the rig id body dynamics of the
physical system. CTC cont ro ller performs effect ively
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(10)

where
and
are constant positive definite diagonal
matrices
Torque equation for SMC is given as:
(
( ̇
where A=[

],

̇
∫

̈ )
)

(11)

is a positive constant, and

K= -k sgn ( )
with
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sgn ( ) ={

where k represents the discontinuous constant gain and
produces unavoidable, non-required chattering in the
system. Hence, it needs to be rectified.

IV. EXPERIMENT AL EVALUAT ION A ND RESULT
DISCUSSION
Effectiveness of various controllers discussed in this
paper is verified by simulat ing it on a 2-dof five bar
lin kage parallel manipulator. The man ipulator is made to
track two different types of trajectories in exponential
and cosine. Uncertainties incorporated in the system are
payload changes and friction. Nu mer ic values of the
parameters of the manipu lator dynamics chosen are listed
in Table 1.
T able 1. Parameters of the parallel manipulator [18]
Inertia
1

0.91

0.080

0.006

0.847

2

0.28

0.100

0.028

0.630

3

0.38

0.250

0.125

4.002

4

0.38

0.250

0.125

4.002

5

-

0.250

-

-

Co mparative t rajectory tracking performance in
presence of uncertainties, of PD, CTC and SM C control
schemes is given in fig. 4 & 5 for the exponential and
cosine trajectories respectively. Tracking performance for
exponential trajectory for joint 1 & 2 in fig. 4(a) & (b)
clearly represents the better performance of SM C when
compared to PD & CTC. The results show that, although,
under ideal conditions, classical control schemes suggests
a systematic approach to the problem undertaken but the
performance deteriorates under uncertain conditions.
Further, SM C can handle these uncertainties upto a level.
Tracking error in the proposed control schemes are
represented in fig. 4(c) & (d). Similar types of results
have been observed & represented in fig. 5(a)-(d) for
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cosine trajectory. It has been observed in the graph
presented for the tracking error, that SMC has the
minimu m continuous tracking error. SM C has reduced
initial & final errors in co mparison to PD & CTC.
Control input torques for PD & CTC for exponential
trajectory have been given in fig. 4(e) & (f) in cosine
trajectory. It can be clearly observed in fig. 4(e) & (f) that
classical PD and CTC schemes have a smooth control
torque produced in the output of the controller.
Control input torque for SM C has been presented in fig.
5(e) & (f). As observed in fig. 5(e) & (f), highly
unwanted chattering is present in input torque of SMC.
The control input torque for SM C in exponential
trajectory has high chattering in it & is found to have a
similar behavior as of control input torque in cosine
trajectory (fig. f(e) & (f) & hence omitted here. Similarly,
for cosine trajectory control input torque for PD & CTC
are found to have smooth patterns as in fig. 4(e) & (f) of
exponential trajectory & hence not shown here. Moreover,
man ipulator working for the trajectories under ideal
(without uncertainties) is found to have similar type of
results & hence are not given here. For quantitative,
comparative analysis, the numerical values of various
performance indices for both the trajectories under
perfect & imperfect conditions have been tabulated in
Table 1-4.
These performance indices chosen for evaluation
comparison of man ipulator are the maximu m value of
tracking error, minimu m value of the tracking error,
average of the tracking error for both the joints. Various
performance indices have been tabulated in different
tables for the manipulator working under perfect and
imperfect conditions. Table 2 gives the numeric indices
for exponential trajectory under perfect conditions.
Performance indices for exponential trajectory under
imperfect conditions have been given in Table 3.
Similarly, Table 4 & 5 g ives various tracking error
performance indices for cosine trajectory under perfect &
imperfect conditions. In all the tables shown in the paper,
it can be clearly observed that maximu m, min imu m and
norm of tracking error is found to be min imu m for SM C.
It can be observed fro m the Tables that with uncertainties
of payload changes and friction, tracking error rises in the
system.

b. T racking performance: joint 2
a. T racking performance: joint 1
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c. T racking error: joint 1

d. T racking error: joint 2

e. Control input torque: joint 1

f. Control input torque: joint 2

Fig.4. T racking performance, tracking error and control input torque for exponential trajectory.

(a) T racking performance: joint 1.

(b) T racking performance: joint 2.

(c) T racking error: joint 1

(d) T racking error: joint 2.

(e) Control Input T orque: joint 1

(f) Control Input T orque: joint 2.

Fig.5. T racking performance, error and control torque for cosine trajectory.
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T able 2. Performance indices under perfect conditions: exponential trajectory
Joint-1

Joint-2

PD

Max. of
tracking
error (emax )
0.2247

Min. of
tracking
error (emin )
0.0051

2-norm of
tracking
error
1.1036

Max. of
tracking
error (emax )
0.2558

Min. of
tracking
error (emin )
0.0868

2-norm of
tracking
error
1.2992

CT C

0.0855

0.2310

1.1200

0.2384

0.0476

1.2236

SMC

0.0264

0.0030

0.1363

0.0284

0.0019

0.1481

Controller

T able 3. Performance indices under imperfect conditions: exponential trajectory
Joint-1

Joint-2

Controller

Max. of
tracking
error (emax )

Min. of
tracking
error (emin )

2-norm of
tracking
error

Max. of
tracking
error (emax )

Min. of
tracking
error (emin )

2-norm of
tracking
error

PD

0.2226

0.1044

1.1191

0.2550

0.0902

1.3042

CT C

0.0872

0.2351

1.1262

0.2378

0.0514

1.2292

SMC

0.0261

0.0047

0.1408

0.0283

0.0025

0.1490

T able 4. Performance indices under perfect conditions: cosine trajectory

Controller

Max. of
tracking
error (emax )

Joint-1
Min. of
tracking
error (emin )

2-norm

Max. of
tracking
error (emax )

Joint-2
Min. of
tracking
error (emin )

2-norm of
tracking
error

PD

0.0437

0.0514

0.7091

0.0621

0.0645

0.9329

CT C

0.0436

0.0441

0.6490

0.0579

0.0631

0.8937

SMC

0.0415

0.0097

0.4785

0.0091

0.0410

0.4801

T able 5. Performance indices under imperfect condition: cosine trajectory
Joint-1

PD

Max. of
tracking
error (emax )
0.4420

Min. of
tracking
error (emin )
0.0519

CT C

0.0439

0.0444

SMC

0.0403

0.0090

Controller

V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, various conventional controllers naming
PD, CTC & SM C have been successfully imp lemented
on a five bar lin kage parallel manipulator. Advantages
and disadvantages of every controller have been observed
and it can be concluded fro m the results that in spite of so
many advantages, the conventional controllers fail to
work with uncertainties. SMC is found to be the most
simp le & robust controller, but widespread usage of it is
restricted due to its chattering problem. Hence, it can be
concluded that with proper rectification SMC can be one
of the finest choice among conventional control schemes.
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